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Background 

Finance and Operations workload is typically memory intensive, stateful and SQL bound. Most work generally 

involves applying complex business process transformations on records before persisting in the database. Each unit 

of work is wrapped in transactions (ttsbegin/ttscommit). 

A connection loss that happens in the middle of such a transaction, causes the transaction to fail, roll back and 

result in loss of work. 

• Symptoms 

• Customer sees following errors in batch jobs executions

• [Microsoft][ODBC Driver 17 for SQL Server]Unspecified error occurred on SQL Server. Connection may have been terminated by the server.

• Cannot select a record in [Name of a table]. There is a temporary problem with the connection to the database. Please retry later

• Find Reason for SQL connection issues  

• Azure SQL Database now offers a 99.99% availability SLA for zone redundant databases in its business-critical tier

• Not all SQL connection error reported in Finance and Operations telemetry are SQL availability issues 

• Long running sleeping SQL/Long blocking transaction may be killed by WD/DAMS



TransientSqlConnectionError exception – existed before

During an X++ SQL query execution, when a transient SQL connection error occurs on the server side, a 

TransientSqlConnectionError X++ exception occurs.

There was way to catch transient SQL connection error and then retry the outermost transaction or retry 

application code logic in a new session. This exception allows the application to be designed for transient server 

failures. SQL connection error X++ exception - Finance & Operations | Dynamics 365 | Microsoft Docs

try

{

transaction();

}

catch (Exception::TransientSqlConnectionError)

{

info("Caught transient SQL connection error, ttslevel=" + int2Str(appl.ttsLevel()));

// At this point, transaction is canceled

// Code that indicates retry is possible

}

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/dev-ref/sql-connection-error


TransientSqlConnectionError exception – challenges
• You had to catch TransientSqlConnectionError exception explicitly in your logic

• You had to write retry logic (sample code snippet)
catch (Exception::TransientSqlConnectionError)

{

info(strFmt('Inside transient sql block'));

var currentRetryCount = xSession::currentRetryCount();

if (currentRetryCount >= #RetryNum)

{

throw;

}

const int FiveSecondsInMilliseconds = 5 * 1000;

const int OneMinuteInMilliseconds = 60 * 1000;

var delay = FiveSecondsInMilliseconds * power(2, min(currentRetryCount, 4)); 

sleep(min(OneMinuteInMilliseconds , delay));

retry;

}

• Less uptake of TransientSqlConnectionError exception by Apps team and partners

• Moving to cloud brings more responsibility to handle such exceptions 



Batch Retryable - Overview
• Today Finance and Operations batch jobs are left in ‘Error’ state when there is a connection loss. Finance and 

Operations must be resilient to transient connection losses. Therefore, we want to enable automatic restart of 

batch jobs on connection loss, primarily to handle SQL Transient Exceptions.

• We are introducing the isRetryable flag in 10.0.18. This flag will be used by the batch framework to determine 

if the individual batch job should be automatically retried on encountering SQL transient exception. Automatic retry 

settings for batch jobs - Dynamics 365 Release Plan | Microsoft Docs

• Technically, if a batch task is marked as "Retryable", the batch service will retry the task when it encounters an 

error (transient error). Please ensure to set this flag to "false" on batch tasks that should not be retried on 

failure.

• We are converting standard batch jobs with retryable in phased manner, customers & partners need to 

evaluate their custom batch jobs to identify if these are retryable or not.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365-release-plan/2021wave1/finance-operations/finance-operations-crossapp-capabilities/automatic-retry-settings-batch-jobs


Batch Retryable - Overview
• BatchRetryable will continue to retry after each 5 seconds of database connection loss for maximum of 5 

minutes with Maximum retries of 5 times. 



How to implement Retryable 

• A new interface BatchRetryable was introduced in 10.0.18 release. This interface has isRetryable() method that 

must be implemented by batch jobs to return ‘true’. Most of the standard batch jobs shipped by Microsoft are 

now implementing BatchRetryable interface.

• In case of custom batch jobs, you must consider implementing BatchRetryable interface if your batch job/task 

are suitable to retry the processing of the batch tasks.



How to implement Retryable – RunbaseBatch

• Step 1 - in your custom batch class that extends from RunBaseBatch, you must implement BatchRetryable as 

shown below

• Step 2 - Override isRetryable() method and return true. It means your batch task is now registered for retrying 

i.e., to auto restart the batch processing in case of any transient failure.



How to implement Retryable – SysOperationServiceController

• Step 1 - in your custom batch class that extends from SysOperationServiceController, you must implement 

BatchRetryable as shown below: 

• Step 2 - Override isRetryable() method and return true. It means your batch task is now registered for retrying 

i.e., to auto restart the batch processing in case of any transient failure.



Batch isRetryable Configuration overrides

• If you need to un-register your batch class from retrying, new batch class configuration overrides setup is 

introduced to configure turning off. 

• We introduced new from System administration > Setup > Batch class configuration overrides:

• Create new record and add your batch class that you want to un-register for batch retrying. This lookup shows 

all batch classes that are registered for BatchRetry.



Behavior

• Without retryable feature, batch task ends with ‘Error’ state in case of transient connection issue. 

• With retryable implemented, batch task will not end as ‘Error’ and it will continue to retry in case any 

transient connection issue occurred, below is info log message added to batch logs 



Behavior

• With BatchRetryable feature, batch job will not error out and it auto restarts the processing of the batch task 

from the beginning as soon as SQL connectivity re-established. 

• For example, if you are inserting 100 records in a table and there was SQL Connectivity issue at the time of inserting 20th record, batch job 

will automatically restart the batch task processing from the beginning i.e., from the very first record. Based on how your transaction block 

are structured in the code, it will either update or insert the record in the table. 

• If a custom batch process designed to run in multi-threading, you must implement BatchRetryable interface to 

both main controller and task controller

• If we implement BatchRetryable at main controller and don’t implement it at task controller, your task/(s) will fail if there is any transient 

connectivity issue. 

• Similarly, if you don’t implement BatchRetryable interface at main controller and only implement it as task controller, then task (s) will 

continue to retry if there are any transient issues, and batch will be finished. However, if transient issues happens before task (s) created 

batch job will fail. 



DMF Batch Behavior
• DMF Import jobs 

• File to Staging table – DMF execution fails if transient connection issue occurs at the time of copying data from file to 

Staging.

• Staging to Target – DMF restarts the batch import if transient connection issue occurs after data is inserted in staging 

and continue to complete the data load. Therefore, you will notice records updated & inserted.



DMF Batch Behavior

• DMF Import jobs 

o In case of retry, you will 

notice more than one 

target execution

o Infolog experience is 

different with DMF batch 

jobs, it doesn’t capture and 

show about transient 

connection issue (as 

opposed to other batch 

jobs)

o In case of DMF retry, there 

is no logging in DMF 

execution history/batch job 

info log about how long 

there were transient errors.

o If transient connection 

issue happens, it increases 

execution time of DMF 

imports.



DO’s and DON’Ts

DO’s

✓ Implement BatchRetryable for custom batch jobs.

✓ Implement BatchRetryable at main controller and 

task controller for your custom batch jobs.

✓ Consider using the Batch Configuration overrides 

setup to disable BatchRetryable instead of code 

change.

✓ Analyze your code patterns to ensure data 

consistency and avoid run-time errors. 

DON’Ts

Class that calls external service and doesn’t persist 

any state in the database, shouldn’t be considered 

for BatchRetryable.
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FAQs
Q: How can I test BatchRetryable in my environment for standard or custom batch jobs?

A: Use any Cloud Hosted Environment (Dev) for this testing. You can schedule the batch jobs and stop & start SQL server 

service in CHE (Tier-1) environment and verify your results. Alternatively, use below commands in power-shell to stop/start 

SQL server service in Tier-1 environment: 

net stop mssqlserver

net start mssqlserver

Q: How can I test BatchRetryable in Tier-2 Sandbox?

A: It’s not possible to test this behavior in Tier-2 Sandbox environment as axdb database is part of Elastic pool and any forced 

failure will impact other databases in the pool.

Q: This change needs to be done at batch task level. Was there not any possibility to do it Batch Framework level so that it 

applies to all jobs including custom jobs? 

A: It's being done at each batch task, not possible to do for all batch jobs because not all batch tasks might not be suitable 

for retrying. Customer/partner need to adopt this code pattern for BatchRetryable. It's simple to implement the code change 

for custom batch jobs. 



FAQs
Q: Does Batch class configuration overrides has any data when deploying new environment (e.g. for any standard batch job)?

A: No, it doesn’t. System administrator can use this feature to setup overrides as needed.

Q: Does BatchRetryable only handle SQLTransientError? Is there any plan to handle other types of exception/error e.g., 

deadlock, updateconflict etc.?

A: It's only to handle SQL transient connection issues. All other exception handling pattern must be followed for other types 

exceptions.

Q: Retryable is increasing the batch execution time. How are we handling it for standard batches?

A: It’s possible that BatchRetryable increases execution time for the batch jobs. It may be the case for DMF imports as well. 

Few of the standard batch jobs are designed such that outer query filters the data appropriately, in this way, even in case 

batch restart (via BatchRetryable) doesn’t go through the same records again. It completely depends upon how batch jobs are 

designed. Again, it would rare occurrence as Azure SQL provides 99.99% service availability. BatchRetryable is gonna help to 

auto restart the batch job execution instead of failing it.  



Key takeaways

✓ Educate your developers to uptake BatchRetryable feature.

✓ Implement BatchRetryable for custom batch jobs.

✓ Implement BatchRetryable at main controller and task controller for your custom 

batch jobs.

✓ If you don’t implement BatchRetryable, by default, your custom batch jobs will 

not retry in case of SQL transient error.

✓ Socialize this feature.



Resources 

Batch Retryable

SQL connection error X++ exception - Finance & Operations | Dynamics 365 | Microsoft Docs

Automatic retry settings for batch jobs - Dynamics 365 Release Plan | Microsoft Docs

Enable automatic retries on batch jobs - Finance & Operations | Dynamics 365 | Microsoft Docs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/dev-ref/sql-connection-error
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365-release-plan/2021wave1/finance-operations/finance-operations-crossapp-capabilities/automatic-retry-settings-batch-jobs
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/sysadmin/retryable-batch


Thank you.


